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Spark Plug Info

Cheap at all costs? Inferior spark 
plugs can put the engine at risk
Bosch test* reveals low quality and poor processing 
of replicator spark plugs.

INferIor materIalS caN 
damage the eNgINe

Spark plug materials and structures 
should be of high quality. Even in this 
regard, the tested spark plugs failed. 
At some samples, the burn-off resistor 
at the center electrode (1) is missing. 
The lack of this important detail can 
result in heavy spark erosion and thus 
increased wear reducing the spark plug 
service life. Nickel alloys are particularly 
suitable as electrode material (2). How- 
ever, the risk of erosion and corrosion  
rises concomitantly with the iron 
content – of up to 97 % in some of the 
analyzed spark plugs. This can result 
in increased wear. The thread is yet 
another component needing to be 

*  Bosch examined the look, the structure and the used materials of six very low-priced replicator spark plugs.

BoSch: SPark Plug PartNer 
for workShoPS

Spark plugs need to be reliable. Espe-
cially in modern engines, they are highly 
demanded as an accurate and durable 
spark generator. High quality is thus 
indispensable. As a pioneer in terms of 
spark plug engineering, Bosch bears  
more than 100 years of experience and  
is trusted by retailers and consumers 
alike. Bosch thus analyzed six replica-
tor spark plugs offered at extremely  
low prices. For this purpose, look, 
structure and even the materials used 
were examined meticulously. The 
results revealed significant quality  
defects putting at risk both the engine 
and the catalytic converter. 

3
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5 6

protected against corrosion. Without 
surface coating (3), the cylinder head 
can be damaged or tear when removing  
the spark plug. The copper core of 
center electrodes is equally important 
(2). After all, incorrect thermal behavior 
of spark plugs can result in increased 
sooting, overheating and even in engine 
damage. 

ImPortaNt: accurate 
ProceSSINg

At the spark plug production, accuracy, 
precision and cleanliness are of major 
importance. A contaminated insulator 
nose can quickly close electric circuits 
resulting in misfiring. In case of a 
damaged insulator nose, combustion 
residues stick to the dirty part thus 
increasing the risk of misfiring. Burs 
(4) on the ground electrode are exces-
sive metal parts able to break off thus 
causing damage on pistons and valves. 
Welding flashes (6) are the result of
imprecise welding processes. They can 
cause undesired sparks at the spark
plug breathing area thus causing mis-
fires. Damage to the catalytic converter 
can be the consequence. On top of that, 
spark plug product names (5) similar to 
those of famous brand manufacturers 
make it even more difficult for users to 
differentiate between high and low
quality products.

Bosch spark plugs for workshops: 
play it safe with high quality
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Bosch spark plugs for workshops: 
play it safe with high quality

Purchse any 24x Bosch Spark Plugs on 
one invoice and go into the draw to 
WIN a Bosch Power Tool Combo.
Valid for purchases from 1st -31st March 2020

a Bosch 
Power Tool 
Combo

WIN

18V 2pc Brushless  
Hammer Drill Kit 
1 x GSB 18V-85 C Brushless Hammer Drill
1 x GDX 18V-EC Brushless Impact Driver 
(1/4”)/ Wrench (1/2”)
2 x 6.0Ah Batteries
1 x Fast Charger
1 x L-Boxx Carry Case

Part no. 0615990J6Y

$799each
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BNT’S TRADE BRAND OF WORKSHOP CHEMICALS

XCELL PARTS WASHING SOLVENT
Xcell Parts Washing Solvent is formulated to be used in 
parts washing bath systems. It can also be used manually 
with a tray and brush.

XCELL TRUCK & FLEET WASH
Xcell Truck & Fleet Wash is specially formulated for 
the heavy machinery industry. It has a unique blend of 
detergents and surfactants.

XCELL WORKSHOP FLOOR CLEANER
Xcell Workshop Floor Cleaner is a highly concentrated water 
based formulation that has been specifically designed for 
cleaning soil off workshop floors. 

XCELL BRAKE & PARTS CLEANER
Xcell Brake & Parts Cleaner is formulated to remove brake 
fluid and brake contaminants off vehicle braking systems.
Applications: “Wetting down” brake parts; removing 
brake fluid and soil from brake  
components.

XCELL RIP-IT DEGREASER
Xcell Rip-It Degreaser is a multi-purpose cleaner / 
degreaser which can be used for all workshop cleaning 
applications where heavy grease  
removal is important. 

XCELL WATERBASED UNIVERSAL 
DEGREASER
Xcell Universal Degreaser is a multipurpose waterbased 
degreaser which can be used for all  
workshop degreasing applications.

$79.95$94.95 $129.95
eacheach each

$69.95
each

$99.95
each

$69.95
each

XCELL CAR VALET SILICONE
Xcell Car Valet Silicone is formulated to enhance and 
protect automotive exterior trim. It can be used on tyres to 
give a glossy wet looking finish.

XCELL SOLVENT DEGREASER
Xcell Solvent Degreaser is a heavy duty emulsifiable 
solvent formulation suitable for heavy duty degreasing.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN OTHER SIZES

XWFC–20LXBPC–20L XPWSNF-20L

XPWS–20L

XTFW–20L

XRID-20L

XWUD–20L

XCVS–20L

XSD–20L

$96.95
each

$109.95
each

$69.95
each

XCELL NONFLAMMABLE PARTS WASH
This product is formulated to be used in parts washing bath 
systems. It can also be used manually with a tray and brush. 
This concentrated formulation easily removes oil and soil 
from housings/assemblies prior  
to reassembling. With the largest range, highest quality standards and extensive technical 

support, ClutchPro is your clutch and flywheel specialist. 

ClutchPro offer OE quality replacement clutch kits, flywheels, hydraulics and 
tools to suit thousands of applications from around the world. With the highest 
quality standards and extensive technical support, ClutchPro are your clutch and 
flywheel specialists. 

Bleeding procedure for two stage 
clutch fitting where there is no 

traditional bleeder nipple.

 Tech Tips - Bleeding Instructions

1. 2. 3.

Connect a bleeder line to the 
nipple and partially remove the 
hard line from the extension 
pipe to allow the fluid to flow 
out the bleeder port.

Once the air is out of the 
system. Push the hard line in 
fully to seal the bleeder port 
and check the clutch pedal has 
a normal operation.

Fill the reservoir with fluid and 
allow the fluid to gravity bleed. 
Once fluid is flowing, use your 
hand to slowly depress the 
pedal by ¾ stroke and back 
checking the reservoir level. 
Continue until no more air 
bubbles are flowing.
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Wiper Blade
Complete

•  

0698-19

$ 6.50
EACH

ALL TBL WIPER

EX
 G

ST

Purchase  20 or more 

blades and receive a 

bonus merchandiser 

if required  

(Limited stock)

$14995

Powerbar Hand Impact 
Wrench, 1/2 Sq. Dr. 
• Suitable for work on pulleys, fly wheels, couplings, flanges, lawn mower base plates etc

• Removes and replaces harmonic balancer pulleys without radiator removal

• Up to 600 ft. lbs. of generated torque 

• Replacement bolt assembly available 301337A

Part No. 301337

• Professional trade quality circuit testing tool 
with unique digital LCD display that provides 
an accurate voltage value of the circuit 

• Flexible cord: 700-3000mm

• Voltage range: 6-24V (DC)

Part No. 302191

Circuit Testers
Part No: 304046

Glow Plug Test Kit
Multi Voltage                         

• Professional diagnostic kit used to identify the condition 
of glow plugs without removing them from the vehicle

• Measure and display resistance of the glow plug to 
compare reading against the glow plug specification and 
identify the condition of the glow plug

Part No: 471903
Screw Extractors 
Dual Edge
• For damage-free removal of broken screws 

and bolts, save expensive components . 
The new generation of screw extractors 
tapered flute design (patented) . 

• Can be turned in clockwise or counter 
clockwise direction 

• Made in Germany

Extra Long Screwdrivers                                
• Manufactured from hardened chrome vanadium steel

• Ideal for work areas with a confined space

Part No. Description

301090 Slotted 7mm, 730mm overall length

301091 Phillips PH2, 730mm overall length

Part No: 301923
Rubber Hose Pipe Cutter                               

• Rubber hose pipe cutter with a 
straight blade ensures a clean and 
precise cut every time

• Cuts 6-25mm diameter

WORKSHOP ESSENTIALS
$12500

$7495

$1995

$1295
each

$4495

Digital LCD Display

0018-20-NZ_BNT_1-2PG-Ads.indd   1 18/2/20   2:01 pm
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NZ's largest range of 
suspension bushes

Purchase $50 of SuperPro on one 
invoice to receive a McDonalds® 

Cheeseburger voucher
While stocks last

LEAF SPRING KIT
FORD RANGER PX/MAZDA 
BT50, 11-on

Part no. KIT168K

TRAILING ARM 
UPPER 
TOYOTA PRADO 90 
SERIES, HILUX 180 SERIES

Part no. SPF1490K

LEAF SPRING KIT
MITSUBISHI CANTER 79-05

Part no. SPF0816-22K

BUMP STOP KIT, 
REAR
FOR FALCON BA-FG, 
TERRITORY 04-on

Part no. SPF2787K

SWAY BAR LINK SET
UNIVERSAL

Part no. SPF2092BK

SWAY BAR 
MOUNTS
UNIVERSAL, SELECT 
DIAMETER 12-30mm 

Part no. SPF1450-(mm)K

TRAILING ARM UPPER/
LOWER
NISSAN PATHFINDER/MISTRAL  
D21/R20 

Part no. SPF1247K

DIFF MOUNT 
OUTRIGGER
SUBARU IMPREZA 07-14, 
LEGACY 98-14 

Part no. SPF3200K

RADIUS ROD 
HOLDEN 
COMMODORE VT-VZ

Part no. SPF2339EK

$92 each

$64 each

$82 each

$31 each

$15 each

$16 each

$97 each

$39 each

$106 each

This gift certificate will be accepted in exchange for one McDonald’s® 

cheeseburger and is redeemable at any McDonald’s Restaurant in New Zealand. 

One burger per certificate. This certificate cannot be exchanged for cash.  

It may not be used in conjunction with any other McDonald’s food/promotional 

offers. Please notify crew at Drive-Thru. One voucher per person per visit.  

This voucher may not be distributed to or redeemed by a child under 14 years. 

Excludes McDelivery®. 

Certificate valid to 30th June 2020.

Validated by: David Howse

Managing Director, McDonald’s Restaurants (NZ) Ltd.

Love my cheeseburger

Gift Certificate

MAC2815-CB

Wiper Blade
Complete

•  

0698-19

$ 6.50
EACH

ALL TBL WIPER

EX
 G

ST

Purchase  20 or more 

blades and receive a 

bonus merchandiser 

if required  

(Limited stock)

Part no. Description Price ea.

343412 MAZDA 3 03-14, REAR $59.00

344203 TOYOTA HIACE 89-05, FRONT $59.00

349079 NISSAN QASHQAI/DUALIS 06-, REAR $94.00

349074 MAZDA MPV 06-, REAR $59.00

343324 FORD COURIER, MAZDA B SERIES 
UTE 85-04, FRONT $59.00

349035 TOYOTA COROLLA 150 SERIES 06-, 
REAR $75.00

338094/5 SUZUKI SWIFT 11-, FRONT $137.00

340033 MITSUBISHI TRITON 06-, FRONT $125.00

Part no. Description Price ea.

BJ2345 FORD RANGER / MAZDA BT50 11-, 
LOWER $37.00

SB-1772 MAZDA MPV / CX9 06-, LOWER $26.00

SB-3882 TOYOTA HILUX 05-15, LOWER $30.00

SB-6182 HONDA ACCORD 89-03, ODYSSEY  
95-04, LOWER $27.00

BJ5322 ISUZU ELF NKR/NHR/NPR 86-, LOWER $40.00

SB-4952 NISSN TIIDA 04-, CUBE 98-03, LEAF 10- $27.00

SB-3972 TOYOTA HIACE 200 SERIES 05-, LOWER $32.00

CBJ09003 BMW 3 SERIES E36, LOWER OUTER $25.00

WoF Special Ball JointsWoF Special Shocks

Quality Trade Brands Guaranteed
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21 | April | 2016 

Strong – Stronger – Chiron! 

Hengst provides the oil filter module for 
the strongest series engine in the world!  
 
For its strongest motor drive, Bugatti 
counts on Hengst Technology with the 
upper part from the oil sump of the 
ENERGETIC® series.  
 
Only mastery of the most modern 
technology in aluminum-die-casting makes 
this lightweight component possible. The 
result is a compact multifunction-
integrated module, light in weight, utilizing 
the space around the engine in an 
optimum manner.  
The substantial space and cost reducing 
innovation hereby is the elongated tube 
connecting the oil filter and cooler 
completely die-casted from one piece. 
Therefore no closing cap and no additional 
mounting fixtures are needed for 
connecting the components which are 
fitted on opposite sides of the engine. 
 
Hengst – Das Original. 

Bugatti Chiron: 0-100KMH in less than 2.5sec | 0-200kmh in less 
than  6.5sec | 0-300kmh in less than 13.6sec, Top Speed 420kmh 

25 Bukit Batok Crescent | #10-10 The Elitis | Singapore 658066 | T +65 6818 2880 | F +65 6818 2881 
E info@hengst.com | W www.hengst.com |       hengst2014 

 

Hengst inside 
04 

Upper part of oil sump with integrated oil module, die casted 
from one piece. 

*source: autobild.de 
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Prezzy cards will be delivered in April 2020 once all redptions are received.

Bonus Prezzy Card

Purchase any Fuchs Titan 205L Engine Oil 
and 36 Fram Oil Filters on one invoice and 
receive a $50.00 Prezzy Card.

60L5L 20L 205L

THE GAME CHANGER
TITAN GT1 FLEX 23 SAE 5W-30

The global car parc has seen a great deal 

of change in recent years and it ’s  s imply 

not good enough to just acknowledge this 

change – it  needs to be embraced as well  as 

properly serviced.
 

That’s  why FUCHS is  proud to release its 

newest global engine oil ,  TITAN GT1 FLEX 

23 SAE 5W-30. 
 

Replacing the well-trusted and industry 

renowned TITAN GT1 PRO FLEX, FUCHS’ 

new TITAN GT1 FLEX 23 SAE 5W-30 is  not 

just a totally new product,  it ’s  a premium 

performance engine oil  that meets the 

needs of today’s dynamic Australasian 

automotive environment.
 

And while the ‘23’ in TITAN GT1 FLEX 23 

SAE 5W-30 refers to its  unique abil ity to 

combine ACEA C2 and C3 in one product, 

the ‘FLEX’ within the product’s  name refers 

to its  multiple approvals.

Why is TITAN GT1 FLEX 23 SAE 5W-30 the 

game changer?

> German Technology, Australian made

> Combines ACEA C2 and C3 whilst 
featuring key global approvals

> Suitable for many popular Asian and 
European passenger and light commercial 
vehicles

> Reduces oil inventory; thus, saving money
 

NEW

IN PREMIUM PERFORMANCE ENGINE OILS

Quality Trade Brands Guaranteed
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Summit Wheel Service

Summit 4 Camera 3D Wheel Aligner -  
Mobile Version
Moveable Cabinet Version 
Fast Measurement of Alignment Settings 
6.4Mp High Definition Cameras 
Automatic Target Tracking with Motorised Boom 
32” Colour LCD Monitor 
3 Finger Easy-Adjust Wheel Clamps 
12 Month Manufacturer's Warranty

Part no. S-F8M

All Prices Exclude GST, Freight ex Auckland & Installation

Summit 4 Camera 3D Wheel Aligner - 
Fixed Column Version
Fixed Column Version 
Fast Measurement of Alignment Settings 
6.4Mp High Definition Cameras 
Automatic Target Tracking with Motorised Boom 
32” Colour LCD Monitor 
3 Finger Easy-Adjust Wheel Clamps 
12 Month Manufacturer's Warranty

Part no. S-F9

$15,295

$15,295

each

each
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Electrical 
‘Colt 1000’ Spot Lights

Narva L.E.D Light Bars
‘Explora’ ‘Navigata’

Narva ALS Head 
Lamp

Narva Marine

Part no. 71000 Part no. 71001

Part no. 72272W

Part no. 72271W

Part no. 72274W

Part no. 72282W

$249 $249 $139 

$139

$99

$229

$329

each each each

each

each

each

each

Part no. 71427

‘Colt 1000’ High 
Powered 6 L.E.D 
Handheld
Spot Light – 2700lm

As before with 12/24V 
DC Cigarette Plug and 
Lead – 4000lm

14" Single Row L.E.D Marine  
Light Bar 9–32 Volt – 6000lm

7" Single Row L.E.D Marine  
Light Bar 9–32 Volt – 3000lm

22" Single Row L.E.D Marine  
Light Bar 9–32 Volt – 9000lm

22" Double Row L.E.D Marine  
Light Bar 9–32 Volt – 18000lm

Rechargeable L.E.D 
Head Lamp with Green 
and Red functions – 
250lm

Part no. 99012BL
Part no. 99202BL

White housing
Black housing
$59 $99

9–33 Volt 1 Nautical Mile 
L.E.D Port & Starboard 
Lamps with Clear Lenses 

9–33 Volt L.E.D 
3 x 5 Watt 
Underwater Lamp 
(Blue) 

12 Volt Dual Colour 
L.E.D Strip Lamp
White/Red with 
Touch Switch

each eachpack 2

Part no. 99016BL Part no. 87538WBL
$49each

Part no. 87503WR
$59

12 Volt Saturn Dual 
Colour 130mm L.E.D 
Interior Lamp White/
Red with Touch Switch

each

Part no. 99140BL
$39

9–33 Volt 8" 
L.E.D Fold 
Down Anchor 
Lamp 

each

Part no. 72272

Part no. 72274

Part no. 72282

$139

$229

$329

each

each

each

14" Single Row Light Bar
9–32 Volt – 6000 Lumens

22" Single Row Light Bar
9–32 Volt – 9000 Lumens

22" Double Row Light Bar
9–32 Volt – 18000 Lumens

E E Mark  
Certification

E E Mark  
Certification

Quality Trade Brands Guaranteed
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Ford Fiesta Mazda 2

Part no. ILS-324

BMW 318 MB42 & MB44 
Engine

Part no. ILS-362

Ignition Coil Icon
Toyota 1UZFE

Part no. IGC-060M

Ignition Coil 
Nissan VQ20DE, VQ25DE, VQ30DE

Part no. IGC-149

Nissan Pulsar N15 

Part no. ILS-303

Subaru Forrester Legacy Impreza 
EJ20/22

Part no. ILS-351

Ignition Coil Icon
Holden Cruze F18D4

Part no. IGC-365M

Ignition Coil
AUDI VW SKODA

Part no. IGC-188

Holden Commodore VR VS VT 
5.0L 5.7L 93-99 

Part no. ILS-012

Ignition Coil Set of 6
Ford Falcon Barra 182, 190, 
240T, 245T, 270T

Part no. IGC-163-6

Ignition Lead Set

Ignition Coil

Electrical Solutions
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Alternator 12V 80A
Ford Laser, Mazda 323 Familia

Part no. ANJ057

Starter Motor 12V 1.7kW 
Mercedes, Ssangyong

Part no. SNB9250

Alternator 12V 80A 
Toyota Allion, Auris, 
Corolla

Part no. ANJ362

Starter Motor 12V 1.2kW
Ford Territory Barra 182, 190, 195, 
245T

Part no. SNB158

Alternator 12V 80A
Toyota Echo, Funcargo, Platz, Ractis, 
Vitz 1NZFE 2NZFE

Part no. ANJ279

Starter Motor 12V 1.2kW
Nissan Avenir, Bluebird, Primera, 
Tino, Wingroad QG18DE Engine

Part no. SRJ416

Alternator 12V 80A
Nissan 180SX, 200SX, Avenir, Bluebird, 
Primera, Pulsar, Silvia SR20DE

Part no. ARJ015

Starter Motor 12V 1.7kW
Nissan Maxima, Murano, Pathfinder 
VQ35DE

Part no. SNJ819

Alternator 12V 80A
BMW 1 SERIES, 3 SERIES, 5 SERIES, 7 
SERIES, X SERIES N45, N46, N52, N42

Part no. ANB252

Starter Motor 12V 1.1kW
Ford Ecosport, Focus, Fiesta

Part no. SNB7043

Alternator

Starter Motor 

Electrical Solutions

Quality Trade Brands Guaranteed
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Every 18 x FRAM filters purchased between February & 
March 2020 will automatically gain 1 entry to the draw 
to Win 1 of 10 Bose Frames Alto Audio Sunglasses. 

With the Bose Frames Alto Audio Sunglasses, Bose provides 
functional fashion that combines a personal audio experience 
with modern shades. As a pair of sunglasses, the Frames Alto 
give you a black frame with black tinted, non-polarized lenses 

that provide UVA/UVB protection. The Frames Alto are designed 
with a classic angular shape. The Alto features comfortable nylon 

rims, durable metal hinges, and shatter/scratch-resistant lenses.

Excludes inline fuel filters. Prizes drawn in April 2020

WIN 1 OF 10 BOSE FRAMES 
ALTO AUDIO SUNGLASSES

The brand that is trusted,
specified and used worldwide.

The ECO Kit can be used in numerous situations. It is a quick and economical solution
to any type of thread repair, regardless of application. HELICOIL® ECO kits contain all 
necessary tools and inserts and together by step by step instructions for use.    

HELICOIL® inserts are made from high grade 18-8 helically wound stainless steel wire. 

tolerances, the 
Once installed the radial pressure of the insert holds it �rmly in place. Due to the exact

repaired thread will be stronger than the original. Supplied with a high 
quality HSS tap suitable for cutting most materials including aluminium, magnesium,
cast iron and most machinable steels.     

Part no. Trade SpecialDescription

HELEKM0610

HELEKM08125

HELEKM10125

HELEKM1015

HELEKM12125

HELEKM1215

HELEKM14125SP

HELEM061015-10

HELEM0812515-10

HELEM1012515-10

HELEM101510-10

HELEM1212515-10

HELEM1416SP-10

HELICOIL M6*1.0 KIT

HELICOIL M8*1.25 KIT

HELICOIL M10*1.25 KIT

HELICOIL M10*1.5 KIT

HELICOIL M12*1.25 KIT

HELICOIL M12*1.5 KIT

HELICOIL M14*1.25 SPARK PLUG KIT

HELICOIL M6*1.0 INSERT PACK

HELICOIL M8*1.25 INSERT PACK

HELICOIL M10*1.25 INSERT PACK

HELICOIL M10*1.5 INSERT PACK

HELICOIL M12*1.25 INSERT PACK

HELICOIL M14*1.25 INSERT PACK

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

69.95 ea

89.95 ea

119.95 ea

95.95 ea

119.95 ea

119.95 ea

169.95 ea

9.95 ea

12.95 ea

27.95 ea

15.95 ea

24.95 ea

21.95 ea

SBC10ML

• 750Amp Current rating
• Cable Length: 3.5m
• Spark Protection

• Specially designed for vehicle start up
• Short circuit, reverse polarity connection

and overload protection
• LED work light and 5V2.4A USB output

JL50MM 50mm thick Jumper Leads APS1700
• 900Amp Current rating
• Cable Length: 3.5m
• Spark Protection

• Fully Automatic 7 Stage charging
system

• Charges from Zero Volts
• IP65 water approval

• Automatic selection for battery chemistry for Gel, 
AGM, Lead Acid and Calcium

• Old battery sulphation repair function
• Zero volt start charging functions allows the 

SBC10ML to charge flat batteries

7 Stage 6/12/24V 10A Battery Charger with 
automatic voltage selection & robust design

• Specially designed for vehicle start up
• Short circuit, reverse polarity connection

and overload protection
• LED work light and 5V2.4A USB output

• Automatic   selection for battery chemistry for Gel,
AGM,  Lead Acid and Calcium

• Old battery sulphation repair function
• 13.5V 16A DC power supply (with voice confirmation).
   Can be applied to many 12V household appliances
• Zero volt start charging functions allows the

PBC168SL to charge flat batteries

PTC12V6A7S PBC168SL12V 6A Battery Charger 8 Stage 16A Battery Charger 
with automatic voltage selection: 6/12/24V

35mm thick Jumper Leads 1200 Peak Amp Compact Safety jump starter

1700 Peak Amp Compact Safety jump starter

JL35MM APS1200

$59.95 $89.95

$129.95

$119.95

$189.95

$69.95

$64.95
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AA47072A  
Alemlube Automotive 
Fully Automatic  
ATF Exchanger
•  Automatically replaces 

up to 90% of a vehicle’s 
transmission fluid

•  A complete ATF exchange 
done quickly & easily

•  Supplied with ATF adaptors 
to suit most vehicles

•  Dimensions: 605mm (L) 
× 500mm (W) × 1,140mm (H)

$3,395.00 $1,995.00$329.95 $149.95$59.95 $149.95

V A L U E

*Applies to the vast majority of Alemlube products unless otherwise indicated. All prices are GST exclusive. 

AA47042AN  
Alemlube Automotive 
Coolant Exchanger
•  Real time display of new 

& old coolant capacity
•  Completely exchanges 

radiator coolant quickly
with little mess

•  Supplied with radiator 
adaptors to suit most vehicles

•  Dimensions: 650mm (W) 
x 590mm (D) x 1,080mm (H)

• Weight 50kg

8828N2  
20L Gear Oil Drum Pump
•  Capable of delivering up 

to 70mL per stroke
•  Downtube extension and 

extra Rieke adaptor make 
the pump suitable for use 
with a variety of 20L drums 
available on the market

•  Ideal pump for the transfer 
of engine, gear, diff and 
hydraulic oils in busy vehicle 
servicing workshops

SA300N  
Alemlube S Series  
Air Hose Reel 
•  18m x 10mm ID hybrid 

polymer hose & 0.9m 
lead in hose

•  Dimensions: 490mm (L) 
x 448mm (H) x 228mm (W)

•  Can be mounted on the wall, 
floor or ceiling

Also available: SA400N  
15m x 12mm ID hybrid  
polymer hose $349.95

HR40010  
Alemlube EL Series  
Air & Water Hose Reel  
•  Supplied with 15m x 10mm 

ID PVC hose
•  Maximum working pressure 

of up to 300psi (20bar)
• 3/8" BSPT(m) threads
•  Automatic and positive 

latching mechanism
•  Ideal for use with drills, impact

wrenches, angle grinders, 
ratchets & tyre gauges

501A  
Rotary Action Drum Pump 
•  Suitable for the transfer 

of diesel, petrols, kerosene,
lube oil and machine oil

•  Includes 2.2m of farm tank 
hose, bung adaptor, rubber 
gasket, a four chamber 
rotor assembly, spout 
and spout holster

• 2" BSP bung adaptor
•  Delivery rates of up to 18L/

min or 0.26L per rotation

SBC10ML

• 750Amp Current rating
• Cable Length: 3.5m
• Spark Protection

• Specially designed for vehicle start up
• Short circuit, reverse polarity connection

and overload protection
• LED work light and 5V2.4A USB output

JL50MM 50mm thick Jumper Leads APS1700
• 900Amp Current rating
• Cable Length: 3.5m
• Spark Protection

• Fully Automatic 7 Stage charging
system

• Charges from Zero Volts
• IP65 water approval

• Automatic selection for battery chemistry for Gel, 
AGM, Lead Acid and Calcium

• Old battery sulphation repair function
• Zero volt start charging functions allows the 

SBC10ML to charge flat batteries

7 Stage 6/12/24V 10A Battery Charger with 
automatic voltage selection & robust design

• Specially designed for vehicle start up
• Short circuit, reverse polarity connection

and overload protection
• LED work light and 5V2.4A USB output

• Automatic   selection for battery chemistry for Gel,
AGM,  Lead Acid and Calcium

• Old battery sulphation repair function
• 13.5V 16A DC power supply (with voice confirmation).
   Can be applied to many 12V household appliances
• Zero volt start charging functions allows the

PBC168SL to charge flat batteries

PTC12V6A7S PBC168SL12V 6A Battery Charger 8 Stage 16A Battery Charger 
with automatic voltage selection: 6/12/24V

35mm thick Jumper Leads 1200 Peak Amp Compact Safety jump starter

1700 Peak Amp Compact Safety jump starter

JL35MM APS1200

$59.95 $89.95

$129.95

$119.95

$189.95

$69.95

$64.95

Quality Trade Brands Guaranteed
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T83000ET

Min Height: 150mm Max Height: 490mm
3 Ton Garage Floor Jack

HOT PRICE

$289.00
BONUS*
 Sodastream
Includes Reusable Soda Bottle,
CO2 Cylinder
RRP Value @129

*Limited offer only while stocks last ,
valid for qualifying purchases from 1st March 2020

NORTHERN REGION:
Kerikeri 09 401 7518
Whangarei 09 438 3666
Warkworth 09 422 3601
Whangaparaoa 09 424 6088
Silverdale 09 900 4224
Albany 09 414 2436
North Shore 09 444 1079
Kumeu 09 412 5698
Henderson 09 837 2996
New Lynn 09 826 0043
Newmarket 09 304 1055
Onehunga 09 634 5710
Glen Innes 09 570 5621
Otahuhu 09 276 7124
East Tamaki 09 253 9095
Manukau 09 262 0252

Papakura 09 299 6205
Pukekohe 09 237 0057
CENTRAL REGION:
Thames 07 868 7034
Hamilton 07 847 3079
Cambridge 07 900 1800
Te Rapa 07 849 3560
Te Awamutu 07 870 3127
Tauranga 07 578 0805
Mt Maunganui 07 574 1326
Tauriko 07 900 5000
Whakatane 07 308 9494
Rotorua 07 347 7872
Taupo 07 900 6500
Gisborne 06 868 9112
Napier 06 834 3800
Hastings 06 876 9139

Hawera 06 278 1108
New Plymouth 06 758 0463
Wanganui 06 345 6580
Feilding  06 900 8500
Palmerston North 06 358 1039
Levin 06 367 5039
Masterton 06 370 0039
Kapiti 04 296 6024
Porirua 04 237 0092
Upper Hutt 04 900 6161
Lower Hutt 04 570 1233
Wellington 04 801 9266
Petone 04 900 5656
SOUTHERN REGION:
Nelson 03 539 1082
Richmond 03 543 8381
Blenheim 03 579 1026

Greymouth 03 768 0914
Christchurch 03 359 5362
Sydenham 03 379 0640
Hornby 03 344 0145
Timaru 03 688 5550
Ashburton 03 307 6192
Rangiora 03 310 6159
Dunedin 03 477 1000
Dunedin South 03 455 2905
Mosgiel 03 484 7727
Queenstown 03 451 1775
Gore 03 900 4673
Invercargill 03 218 8156

Contact a BNT branch near you...

www.bntnz.co.nz

Branches

All prices exclude GST and are subject to change without notice. Pricing is for trade/account customers only. 
Stock is limited and prices are valid until the brochure expiry date and only while stocks last. BNT reserves the right to change any advertised product within 
the brochure without notice. Some featured products/promotions may not be available at some stores. OEM names & numbers are used for reference 
only. The articles or opinions featured within this brochure are not necessarily the opinions of the Publishers or BNT, and they do not accept responsibility 
for the content of articles featured within the publication. No part of this publication may be reproduced without the written permission of the Publisher.

Distributor for

Change of 
Bank Details

Please be advised that on 1 December 2019 BNT changed its bank to ANZ.
Please update your records for all future payments as follows: 
BRAKE & TRANSMISSION NZ LTD               06-0067-0345329-00

Deal of the month


